A new generation of consumer units

Introducing our new Easy9+ & Resi9+ ranges. Reliable, Flexible and Premium Quality Performance.
Reliable, Flexible and Premium Quality

The Easy9+ and Resi9+ ranges of consumer units offer stylish, efficient and practical solutions at competitive prices.

The BS7671 Amendment 3 compliant ranges have a sleek, curved profile and crisp white finish to compliment any home.

The stylish, yet practical aesthetics are coupled with practical time saving and feature rich benefits across both ranges.
Catered to your needs

Easy9+

Easy9+ offers a conventional busbar system.

- **Enclosure**: can be modified to suit split and configuration on site
- **Flexible split load configuration option**: ensures mainstream applications can be catered for with a single consumer unit
- **Rigid metal DIN rail**: solid to avoid flexing and raised for cabling flexibility
- **Secure busbar guard**: requires tool for removal, ensuring more safety for you
- **New MCB style blanking module**: additional end user safety feature, requiring enclosure cover to be removed first

Resi9+

Resi9+ offers a plug on pan assembly, designed for speed of installation.

- **Guaranteed connections**: fewer terminals to torque test
- **Encapsulated busbar**: limits contact with busbar even with blanks removed
- **Removeable pan assembly**: simplifying the mounting process
- **Finger safe assembly**: finger proof touch terminals ensuring your safety
- **Unrivalled devices**: class II rated front face devices with insulated pull up shuttered terminals to limit incorrect cable insertion RCCB’s with visi-trip indicators to confirm fault scenarios
- **Compatible with command and control products**: allowing additional devices on a common platform
Premium enclosure design

The fully compliant BS7671 Amendment 3 metal enclosure and magnetic door closure provide a consistent design across both the Easy9+ and Resi9+ ranges.

The new look enclosure is cross compatible with the existing range of devices.

The high quality material also prevents any flex or distortion when mounting to uneven surfaces.

Reversible enclosure door

Central fixing points enable the door to open from top or bottom, providing flexibility and increased installation options.
Customisable front face

The enclosure offers interchangeable magnetic front covers that can be tailored to suit interiors and are available to purchase online.

This unique feature can be used for family photos or to blend the consumer unit with the interior design. The customisable fronts are available at www.easycustomise.co.uk, with direct order and delivery to the end user. Details are enclosed with each consumer unit.

Flush mounted flexibility

Easy9+ and Resi9+ can be flush mounted, reducing obtrusion into living and communal spaces.

This allows for a more compact install particularly when space is limited but the unit needs to be easily accessible for the end user. The enhanced look also lends itself to modern interiors, especially when combined to include the customisable front face.
Improved terminals

Terminal bars now include a 1mm conductor clearance, allowing visibility of the cable through the terminal bar and ensuring correct insertion and termination.

Numerical terminal numbering is on the top front face to ensure ease of visibility, while a neutral terminal bar cover provides safety.
Increased cabling space

Cabling space has been significantly improved for the ever increasing demands and circuit ways on a consumer unit.

The additional cabling space at the top, bottom, sides and behind the busbar ensures a trouble-free and flexible install for all applications.
Clear labelling kit

Both ranges include improved labelling kits with clear pictograms and supporting text, ensuring every install is finished neatly and easily identifiable for the end user.

Label kits are delivered flat with each consumer unit with spares kits also available.
Both ranges include an incoming cable clamp kit option.

The optional kit provides a mechanical means to limit cable disturbance at the incoming device.
Improved cable entries

Four large rear knockouts and additional top and bottom knockouts with left and right entries for incoming cables provide maximum flexibility for all your cabling needs.

The trouble-free and rounded knockouts allow for both conduit or trunking applications, always ensuring a neat finish to any job.
Make it your own

Upload favourite images or finishes to complement existing wiring devices, décor or upholstery.

Replica metallic finishes  Practical solutions  Exciting designs  Add your own designs

For more information and to order yours visit: www.easycustomise.co.uk

The options are endless
Get the support you need…
When you need it!

Our Customer Care app provides 24/7, immediate access to technical and support information;

- Browse FAQs for instant answers
- Search product references
- Download product datasheets

Connect to Schneider Electric
If you cannot find what you need, you can also access phone or email support directly via the Customer Care App.

Download the app today,
Search ‘Schneider Care’ on your app store
Schneider Electric is the global specialist in energy management and automation. With revenues of €25 billion in FY2014, our 170,000 employees serve customers in over 100 countries, helping them to manage their energy and process in ways that are safe, reliable, efficient and sustainable. From the simplest of switches to complex operational systems, our technology, software and services improve the way our customers manage and automate their operations. Our connected technologies will reshape industries, transform cities and enrich lives.

At Schneider Electric, we call this Life Is On.